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Goals Statement for MCDS Continuing Education Program

It is the goals of the MCDS CE Program to further the knowledge of our member dentists
so that they can serve the community in the most informed capacity in their role as dental
practitioners. Careful selection of highly qualified speakers/lecturers for our CE Program
in addition to subject diversity is of paramount importance in achieving these goals.

Written Guidelines related to Commercial or Promotional Conflict of Interest

The sponsorship of a MCDS Course does not reflect endorsement by MCDS. The
sponsors' role is limited to sponsorship only and does not influence the role of the
speaker to communicate freely with the attendees as to his/her opinions on the subject at
hand. All speakers are instructed contractually to disclose their direct, indirect or royalty
sources of income from corporate sponsors that may influence their opinions. MCDS
makes an effort to avoid speakers that we feel will have compromised objectiveness due
to such corporate influence.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY DENTAL SOCIETY
CONTINUING EDUCAnON FEEDBACK FORM

To Our Members:,
Please take a few minutes to complete this important survey. It will

give the MCDS Continuing Education Committee and Program Chairperson further incite
as to the educational needs of the membership so that they can build a quality program
for you. Thank you again for your anticipated cooperation.

Mitchell L. Weiner DMD
President, MCDS

1. Is there subject matter that you feel has not been covered in recent years by our
CE Program? If so, what subjects?

2. Are there speakers that you have heard at other venues (Conventions, annual
meetings, specialty meetings) that you feel would be well received by MCDS? If
so, please list speaker and course subject.

3. If you have not attended one of our CE courses recently, what has been the main
detractor (time/office commitments, lack of interest in subject matter, not in
specialty field,
etc.)? _

4. What speaker or topic would you least like to see in the near future?
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5. What speaker or topic would you most like to see in the near future?

Please FAX response to our Executive Secretary at 732-390-2332
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